Nonhuman primates reared with daily alternating monocular occlusion (AMO) during their first few months of life develop large horizontal strabismus, A/V patterns and dissociated vertical deviation (DVD). In addition, these animals often alternate or switch the fixating eye during binocular viewing. The purpose of this study was to characterize the alternating fixation behavior of these animals during visually guided saccade tasks. METHODS. Binocular eye movements were measured in two monkeys with AMO-induced exotropia as they performed a visually guided saccade task (random target presentation over a Ϯ15°grid horizontally and vertically) during either monocular or binocular viewing. RESULTS. During binocular viewing, large target steps into the temporal hemifield of the nonfixating eye (nasal retina of the nonfixating eye) produced fixation switches. Target steps into the nasal hemifield of the nonfixating eye (temporal retina of the nonfixating eye) tended not to produce a fixation switch. There were no significant differences in the amplitude-peak velocity or amplitude-duration main sequence relationships between alternating (binocular viewing) and nonalternating saccades (monocular or binocular viewing). Saccade latency tended to be greater during binocular viewing than during monocular viewing. CONCLUSIONS. This study shows that the AMO model for strabismus may be used for studying neural circuits involved in generating alternating fixation and alternating saccade behavior. Since patterns of alternating fixation are likely to be influenced by patterns of visual suppression, alternating saccade behavior may also be used as a probe to study mechanisms of visual suppression in strabismus. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2009;50:3703-3710) DOI:10.1167/iovs.08-2772 D evelopmental strabismus is a significant public health problem, as it occurs in as many as 5% of all children. [1] [2] [3] Although the exact etiology of strabismus is often unknown, disruption of binocular vision early in postnatal development leads to strabismus. Previous studies have shown that monkeys specially reared using an alternate monocular occlusion (AMO) paradigm develop strabismus. 4, 5 In addition to horizontal misalignment, these strabismic animals display A/V patterns and dissociated vertical deviation (DVD), all commonly observed in humans with strabismus. These studies establish that AMO rearing of monkeys results in a suitable animal model to examine various properties of strabismus.
D evelopmental strabismus is a significant public health problem, as it occurs in as many as 5% of all children. [1] [2] [3] Although the exact etiology of strabismus is often unknown, disruption of binocular vision early in postnatal development leads to strabismus. Previous studies have shown that monkeys specially reared using an alternate monocular occlusion (AMO) paradigm develop strabismus. 4, 5 In addition to horizontal misalignment, these strabismic animals display A/V patterns and dissociated vertical deviation (DVD), all commonly observed in humans with strabismus. These studies establish that AMO rearing of monkeys results in a suitable animal model to examine various properties of strabismus.
A phenomenon of strabismus that we observed in this animal model and were interested in exploring further was alternating fixation. 4 Recently Economides et al. 6 have shown that monkeys with surgically induced exotropia also develop alternating fixation behavior. Alternating fixation is when a strabismic individual or monkey has the capability to fixate a target of interest with either eye and can spontaneously alternate (or switch) the fixating eye. A saccadic eye movement in which the fixating eye is switched may therefore be called an alternating-fixation saccade or more simply, an alternating saccade. Fixation switches tends to occur in patients who have relatively little preference for one eye over the other (i.e., no dominant eye). In exotropia, the ability to alternate the fixating eye is likely to depend on visual suppression mechanisms that suppress parts of the retina of fixating and nonfixating eyes. 6 -8 Horton et al. 7 showed, via metabolic studies in two animals with exotropia and poor fixation preference (i.e., animals who showed frequent fixation switches), that the temporal retina of each eye (at eccentricity beyond 10°for the fixating eye) is suppressed. Other animals, described in the same study, which showed significant preference for one eye, appeared to suppress nasal and temporal retinas of the nonfixating eye. Studies in humans with exotropic strabismus also indicate that there is suppression of the temporal retinas. 9 -11 Given this pattern of suppression, some predictions can be made regarding a fixation switch during a saccadic task in alternating exotropia. A large target step that places the target image onto the unsuppressed nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye and therefore the suppressed temporal retina of the previously fixating eye (i.e., large leftward target jumps when the right eye is initially fixating the target or large rightward target jumps when the left eye is initially fixating the target) would evoke a fixation switch. Note that according to this hypothesis, for a fixation switch to occur, the target step must be large enough (greater than the strabismus angle) to appear in the nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye.
In perhaps the only study in the literature that examined properties of alternating saccades in humans with exotropia, Van Leeuwen et al. 8 showed that some metrics of alternating and nonalternating saccades are similar. However, their experimental paradigm was limited to a predictable self-generated horizontal saccade task and also they analyzed only the amplitude-peak velocity relationship in their subjects. Thus, there were three main goals of this study. The first was to establish the AMO animal model as effective in producing alternating fixation and alternating saccade behavior. Establishing a monkey model opens the avenue for identification of neural substrates using conventional neurophysiological methods. A potential advantage of studying alternating saccade behavior in a sensory model of strabismus is that the animals have not undergone strabismus surgery, unlike in the monkeys with surgi-cal exotropia 6 or human patients who have usually undergone corrective strabismus surgery. 8 A second goal was to map out the spatial pattern of alternating fixation behavior and compare these to patterns of visual suppression that might be expected in exotropia. The third goal was to compare metrics of alternating and nonalternating saccades over a large range of horizontal and vertical amplitudes and orbital positions. Some of these results have appeared before in abstract form and in conference proceedings.
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METHODS
Subjects and Rearing Paradigms
Behavioral data were collected from two strabismic (S1and S2) juvenile rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing 8 to 11 kg. Monkeys with strabismus were reared at the Yerkes National Primate Research Center in an AMO paradigm. 4, 14 In the AMO rearing procedure, soon after birth (within the first 24 hours), an occluding patch (either opaque goggles or dark contact lenses) is placed in front of one eye for a period of 24 hours and thereafter switched to the fellow eye for the next 24 hours. The patch is alternated daily for a period of 4 to 6 months. Therefore, during AMO rearing, the monkey's binocular vision is severely disrupted during the first few months of life, the critical period during which proper eye alignment, stereovision, and binocular sensitivity normally develop in the brain. [15] [16] [17] During rearing, the animals are checked every 2 to 3 hours to verify that the occluding lens is in place. The compliance to occlusion lens rearing is usually greater than 90%.
Surgical Procedures and Eye Movement Measurements
After special rearing, the animals were allowed to grow normally until they were approximately 3 years of age before starting experiments. Sterile surgical procedures performed under aseptic conditions using isoflurane anesthesia (1.25%-2.5%) were used to stereotaxically implant a head stabilization post. In the same surgery a scleral search coil was also implanted in one eye by using the technique of Judge et al. 18 Later in a second surgery, a second scleral search coil was implanted in the other eye. All procedures were performed in strict compliance with NIH guidelines and the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and the protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Emory University.
Binocular eye position was measured by the magnetic search coil method (Primelec Industries, Regensdorf, Switzerland). 19, 20 Calibration of the eye coil signal was achieved by rewarding the monkey with a small amount of juice or other reward when the animal looked within a small region (Ϯ2°window) surrounding a 0.25°target dot that was rear projected on a tangent screen 60 cm away from the animal. Calibration of each eye was performed independently during monocular viewing.
Experimental Paradigms and Data Analysis
Eye movement data were collected as the strabismic animals performed a saccade task where the target appeared at random horizontal or vertical locations within a Ϯ15°grid (5°increments). Data were collected during both monocular and binocular viewing in separate experimental sessions. Binocular eye and target position feedback signals were digitized at 1 kHz with 16-bit precision (Labview software and DAQ boards from National Instruments, Austin, TX). The analyses of the saccade data were partially automated and performed with custom software (MatLab; The MathWorks, Natick, MA). 21 The computer displayed the target position, binocular eye position, eye velocity, and eye acceleration traces of a single-saccade trial on the screen. Velocity and acceleration signals were generated by digital differentiation of the position signal using a central difference algorithm. Position, velocity, and acceleration signals were filtered using software FIR filters (80 points; 0 -80 Hz band-pass) also designed in the custom software. The investigator viewed the traces and decided whether the saccade trial was to be accepted or rejected. Trials that were rejected were usually those in which the animal was not fixating before the target step, the saccade did not appear to be directed toward the target, or the saccade did not occur within 500 ms of the target step. Once a decision to accept the trial was made, the mean Ϯ SD control eye acceleration before the saccade was calculated over a 100-ms fixation period selected by the user. Saccade onset was automatically determined by the software as the first time point at which eye acceleration was greater than 3 SD away from the control eye acceleration and saccade offset was determined as the last time point at which eye deceleration was less than 3 SD away from the same mean eye acceleration. Although detection of saccade onset and offset was automated, the investigator visually examined the velocity and acceleration traces of every saccade and had the option of either accepting or changing the computer's selection. Typically, only a small percentage of the computer's choices were changed by the investigator. For the binocular viewing data, the investigator also made the determination if the saccade was of the alternating/nonalternating variety, and this information was recorded in the computer along with the saccade parameters.
After data collection and initial analysis of saccade onset and offset, the data were parsed into the following six bins depending on viewing condition and saccade type: (1) saccades during monocular right eye viewing (MR), (2) Once the data were parsed, saccade metric parameters (amplitude, latency, peak velocity, and duration) for each eye were calculated. Since saccades included both horizontal and vertical components, vectorial values were used for amplitude and peak velocity, duration was the maximum of the duration of the horizontal and vertical components, and latency was the minimum of the latency of the horizontal and vertical components. Amplitude-peak velocity and amplitude-duration relationships were plotted, and data were fit according to the following equations commonly used to describe mainsequence data. 6, 8, 22, 23 Amplitude-peak velocity relationship: peak velocity ͑PV͒
In these equations, the parameters PV max , C, D 0 , and D 1 characterize the main-sequence relationships and can therefore be used to identify certain abnormalities in generation of saccadic eye movements. For example, slow saccades would result in a lower PV max . PV max , C, D 0 , and D 1 were estimated from the right eye and left eye saccade data separately. Fitting was performed in a commercial program (SigmaPlot, ver. 10.0; Systat Software, San Jose, CA). One-way ANOVA at a significance value of 0.05 (SigmaStat ver. 3.5; SPSS, Chicago, IL) was used to compare each estimated parameter across the six saccade conditions (MR, ML, BR, BL, BRL, and BLR). For saccade latency data, histograms of the inverse of saccade latency were developed and a Gaussian was fitted to the data. The inverse of latency was used for developing the Gaussian fit because it has been shown that this parameter is more representative of a Gaussian process than is saccade latency directly. 24 -26 The mean and SD of this Gaussian fit was compared across the six saccade conditions using ANOVA.
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RESULTS
Properties of Strabismus in the AMO Animals
The two animals included in the study were both exotropic. During right eye viewing of a straight-ahead target, monkey S1 showed an exotropia of 10°and S2 an exotropia of 11°. During left eye viewing of the same target, S1 showed an exotropia of 15°and S2 an exotropia of 14°. Although visual acuity was not measured in these animals, AMO rearing is expected to induce minimal amblyopia. Other visual function and oculomotor properties of animals reared using AMO methods may be found elsewhere. 4, 5, 21, [27] [28] [29] The main focus of this study was to investigate alternating fixation and alternating saccade behavior. Figure 1 shows typical raw data acquired during binocular viewing illustrating the property of alternating saccades in animal S1. Each panel shows saccades of a specific type and amplitude (BR, BL, BRL, and BLR). Large target steps that placed the target on the nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye resulted in the generation of an alternating saccade and a fixation switch (Figs. 1A, 1B) . Figures 1C, 1D show examples where the target jumped further eccentric on the nasal retina of the fixating eye (temporal retina of the nonfixating eye) and the result was a nonalternating saccade (i.e., no fixation switch). Also, as observed in Figure 1 , there was less variability in the starting and ending positions of the fixating eye compared with the starting and ending positions of the nonfixating eye. For the example trials shown in Figure 1A , the starting positions of the right eye (fixating eye) in the different saccade trials were close to the target starting position of ϩ15° (  Fig. 1A) . The starting positions of the left eye (nonfixating eye) for the different trials were more variable. At the end of the saccade, however, the left eye (fixating eye) positions were tightly locked to the target ending position of Ϫ15°, whereas the right eye (nonfixating eye) was much more variable. Figure 1 shows data for only a subset of target starting and ending locations. Data were collected for a range of horizontal and vertical target starting and ending points ranging from Ϫ15°to ϩ15°(5°increments). For each combination of target starting and ending locations (horizontal component only; 49 in total), the frequency of generation of alternating (BRL and BLR) and nonalternating saccades (BR and BL) were calculated. For example, target steps from a horizontal component target starting location of ϩ15°to a horizontal component target ending location of Ϫ15°induced BRL (alternating right eye fixation to left eye fixation) saccades on all (13/13) trials. The data that summarize the incidence of alternating and nonalternating saccades for all combinations of horizontal component of target start and end locations is shown as a filled contour plot in Figure 2 for animal S1. In these plots, the vertical component of target locations were disregarded because the relationship between fixation switch and target location on temporal/nasal retina (and not superior/inferior retina) is of primary interest.
Spatial Pattern of Saccade Alternation
A major result is that the target steps most likely to result in the generation of an alternating saccade (hottest colors in Figs. 2A, 2B) were those that fall onto the nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye. Thus, in Figure 2A (BRL), large (Ͼ15°a mplitude) leftward target steps resulted in a fixation switch from the right to the left eye. Note that since the nonfixating eye deviates in strabismus, both the starting location and the target amplitude are important factors in determining whether the target ending location falls on the nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye. For example, for a target starting location of ϩ15°, leftward target steps of 15°(target ending location of 0°), 20°(target ending location of Ϫ5°), 25°(target ending location of Ϫ10°), and 30°(target ending location of Ϫ15°) show high incidence of fixation switch. Since the angle of exotropia is approximately 15°, smaller (Ͻ15°amplitude) leftward target steps and all rightward target steps did not place the target onto the nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye (still on the temporal retina) and no alternating saccade was generated. For example, for a starting location of 
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ϩ10°, leftward target jumps of 5°(to target ending location of ϩ5°) or 10°(to target ending location of 0°) did not show incidence of a fixation switch ( Fig. 2A) . Similarly, in BLR, large (Ͼ15°amplitude) rightward target steps resulted in a fixation switch from the left to the right eye (Fig. 2B) . Smaller (Ͻ15°a mplitude) rightward target steps and all leftward target steps did not induce a fixation switch.
Figures 2C (BL) and 2D (BR) show the target locations where the animal was most likely to fixate with the same eye before and after the saccade (i.e., no fixation switch). These are target steps that place the target further eccentric on the temporal retina of the nonfixating eye (rightward target steps with the right eye fixating in Fig. 2D and left ward target steps with the left eye fixating Fig. 2C ). Also included are the smaller target steps alluded to earlier that were in the correct direction (i.e., rightward target steps with the left eye fixating in Fig. 2C or leftward target steps with the right eye fixating in Fig. 2D ), but they were not large enough to place the target onto the nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye. Also resulting from this analysis is the indication that animal S1 had a slight preference for fixating with his left eye than his right eye (larger hot area for BL than for BR).
Data from animal S2 are similarly plotted in Figure 3 . Although the data were not as apparent as in animal S1, the results were qualitatively similar. The fixation switch from the right to the left eye is shown in the bottom right of Figure 3A , and the fixation switch from the left to the right eye is shown in the top left of Figure 3B . The primary difference seems to be that the animal S2 showed significant preference for right eye fixation (Fig. 3D , large, hot area for BR). Supporting this observation, this analysis showed that 56% of the binocular viewing trials analyzed in animal S2 were of the BR variety.
Saccade Main-Sequence Relationships
The next step was to analyze the metrics of alternating saccades and compare it to nonalternating saccades and monocular viewing saccades. Approximately 1000 binocular viewing saccades (BR, BL, BRL, and BLR) and 1000 monocular viewing saccades (MR and ML) were collected in each animal. Of the binocular viewing saccades, 39% in monkey S1 and 31% in monkey S2 were of the alternating variety (BLR and BRL). Figure 4 shows the amplitude-peak velocity main sequences from animals S1 and S2 during right eye viewing for the six different saccade types. The figure illustrates that there was considerable overlap in the data for the different saccade types. An exponential rise-to-maximum curve was used to fit each set of data. Figure 4 also shows a plot of the estimated curves along with the 95% prediction intervals. There was significant overlap in the prediction intervals (all the regression lines lie within the 95% prediction intervals of the fellow fits) suggesting that there was no difference among the different saccade types.
The amplitude-duration relationship in the different types of saccades in two animals was also examined. six saccade conditions that were analyzed. In monkey S1, parameter PV max estimated during BL saccades by using right eye movement data was significantly different from all other conditions. However, significant differences from all other conditions were not observed when estimates developed from left eye movement data were used for the comparisons. The parameter C estimated during BR saccades with the left eye movement data showed a significant difference from other saccade conditions, but the same was not true when right eye movement data were used for developing estimates. Neither parameter D 0 nor D 1 showed differences across all saccade conditions in monkey S1. In monkey S2, parameters PV max and C estimated during BL and BLR conditions were significantly different from other saccade conditions. In monkey S2, D 0 estimated during BR saccades was also significantly different from other saccade conditions. In summary, statistical analysis of estimated parameters did not reveal any consistent differences in the saccade main-sequence relationships among the different saccade conditions tested.
Saccade Latency
Saccade latency across the different saccade types was also compared. In normal humans and animals, a histogram of saccade latency follows a skewed distribution with a rapid rise and a relatively long tail. Carpenter and Williams 26 developed a model for saccadic latency (the LATER model) and showed that the reciprocal of the saccade latency is representative of a Gaussian process. 26 Therefore, to make statistical comparisons of latency within each of the saccade types in this study, histograms of the inverse of saccade latency were developed and then a Gaussian was fit to the data. Figure 6 plots histograms of inverse of saccade latency for the different saccade types along with the Gaussian fits for animals S1 and S2.
In animal S1, I found that saccades during binocular viewing were of significantly longer latency than saccades during either monocular viewing condition (difference in means, 7-23 ms; one-way ANOVA; P Ͼ 0.05) except between MR and BR. In animal S2, saccades during binocular viewing were of signifi- 
DISCUSSION
In this study, alternating saccade behavior in AMO strabismic monkeys was analyzed with the goal of (1) establishing the AMO as a suitable animal model to study alternating fixation behavior, (2) examining spatial patterns of alternating fixation, and (3) comparing metrics of alternating saccade behavior to nonalternating saccades and monocular viewing saccades.
Animal Model for Alternating Fixation Behavior
This study showed that AMO animals with sensory exotropia demonstrated alternating fixation and alternating saccade behavior similar to previous reports in humans 8, 11 and in monkeys with surgically induced exotropia. 6 Thus, the AMO strabismus model is appropriate for examining visual and oculomotor mechanisms that drive alternating saccade behavior. One difference in alternation behavior observed in the sensory strabismic animals (present study) and the surgical strabismic monkeys described by Economides et al. 6 is that the orbital position at which the animal switches fixation appears to be much sharper and more consistent in the surgical strabismic animals compared with the sensory strabismic animals (notice the gradual change in colors in Figs. 2 and 3 that occurs in the border between the hot [red] and cool [blue] areas). It may be that in the surgical strabismic animals, the inability to adduct immediately after the medial rectus tenotomy procedure resulted in the development of zones and depths of visual suppression in each eye that is different when compared with the sensory strabismic animals that did not have any significant limitation in ocular motor range at any point in their development. The observed difference may also be simply a byproduct of the slightly different testing methodology used, since Economides et al. 6 used a task in which each trial originated from central fixation, whereas the current study used a random target presentation method. Of course, this observation must be viewed with caution since the number of animals examined here and in the study by Economides et al. was small.
Alternating Fixation and Visual Suppression
The spatial pattern of saccade alternation observed in these monkeys appears to be generally consistent with the published reports of hemifield suppression in exotropic monkeys. 7 Animal S1 appeared to be most like the two animals that Horton et al. 7 described, with exotropia and poor fixation preference (i.e., animals that were judged to have alternating fixation), whose temporal retinas (Ͼ10°in the fixating eye) were suppressed. Based on this pattern of suppression, one would expect that a fixation switch would occur if the target fell on the nasal retina of the previously nonfixating eye. Note also that the pattern of lack of fixation switch for smaller target jumps is consistent with temporal retina suppression hypothesis.
Animal S2 seemed to show significant preference for fixation with the right eye and tended to fixate with his left eye only when the target was placed far to the left (beyond 15°). Such a pattern of monocular preference is quite common as, described by Horton et al. 7 in two other animals in the same study. In animal S2, based on the patterns of alternation and monocular preference, the prediction would be that visual suppression was more widespread in the left eye. A potential weakness of this study is that visual suppression in these strabismic animals was not directly measured. It would be important to verify that the spatial maps for alternating fixation FIGURE 5. Amplitude-duration main sequence relationships in animals S1 (A) and S2 (B) for the different saccade types. Individual data points are from right eye movement data. Also plotted are the linear regressions and 95% prediction intervals. Once again, there was considerable overlap in the prediction intervals among the different samples of saccades.
FIGURE 6.
Inverse of saccade latency along with Gaussian fits for monkeys S1 (A) and S2 (B). The data show that there is a tendency for monocular viewing saccades to be of slightly shorter latency (right shift in plots for the MR and ML fits) than binocular viewing saccades. 9, 30, 31 If it turned out that there was a tight correlation, alternating fixation and alternating saccade behavior may be used as probes to study visual suppression mechanisms in strabismus and how they relate to developing a command signal for generating a saccade that brings one or the other eye onto the target.
It also may be true that visual suppression mechanisms are not the only mechanisms involved in the generation of alternating saccades. For example, the data from esotropic primates do not fit easily within this framework. 29, 32 These reports suggest that esotropic animals (including two with alternating esotropia reported by Wong et al. 32 ) also show suppression of the temporal retinas. However, one might have expected (based on the metabolic results and alternating fixation data from exotropic animals) that metabolic data would show that the nasal hemiretina is suppressed in esotropia to enable alternating cross-fixation. It is not clear whether mechanisms of alternating fixation in esotropia would be fundamentally different from exotropia, but more studies are needed to resolve this question.
Some studies have shown that depth of visual suppression may not be complete. 31, 33, 34 This effect is most likely to occur when the target is high-contrast-that is, above threshold (such as the ones that were used in this study). In such a scenario, certain downstream saccade-related structures in the brain may be encoding multiple internal representations of the target (one corresponding to each eye) and the brain must select between two possible saccadic eye movements that would bring one or the other eye on target. Then the brain probably could implement additional strategies influencing alternating fixation behavior, such as preferring a saccade of the smallest size or of a specific direction.
Metrics of Alternating Saccades
It is perhaps not a big surprise that the main-sequence relationships of alternating and nonalternating saccades (monocular or binocular viewing) were similar. Van Leeuwen et al. 8 also showed a similar result, although they compared only horizontal self-generated saccadic eye movements. These investigators also showed that saccade metrics and saccade accuracy were different between exotropic and normal subjects. This last result could not be confirmed, because the current study did not test normal control monkeys in this paradigm. When comparing individual fit parameters of the main-sequence relationships across the different saccade types, some idiosyncratic statistical differences were found. It is unlikely that these statistically significant differences have any physiological basis that teaches us something fundamental about alternating fixation behavior. It is possible that the idiosyncratic differences were due to increased variability in the saccade and fixation behavior in the strabismic animals, possible errors attributed to mechanical factors such as differing mechanical loads on the viewing and nonviewing eyes due to eye eccentricity and different pulse-step mismatches in the fixating and nonfixating eyes. 28 None of these factors alter the basic implication of this result, which is that alternating saccades and nonalternating saccades are governed by the same brain stem pulse generation circuit. Any potential differences between alternating and nonalternating saccades must be examined upstream from the brain stem pulse generator. Saccade paradigms that specifically target cortical-cortical or cortical-brain stem connections can probably be used in further study of alternating saccade behavior and can narrow down potential neural circuits that generate this behavior.
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Saccade Latency Differences
There was a tendency for monocular viewing saccades (MR and ML) to be of shorter latency than binocular viewing saccades (BR, BL, BRL, and BLR). This result may be an indication that there are two retinal error representations available to the monkey. Previous studies that have examined target selection in normal animals have shown that saccadic latency is greater when multiple targets are presented to the subject compared with when a single target is presented to the subject. 35 In the current experiments, during binocular viewing, the strabismic monkey may be presented with two retinal error representations (one from each eye-equivalent to presenting two targets to a cyclopean eye). Even though the retinal error representation from the partially suppressed eye is much weaker, the brain is still faced with making a decision of which eye to fix on the target and generating an appropriately sized saccade. The superior colliculus is implicated in target selection, 36 and examining response properties in the superficial layers of the superior colliculus may help determine whether there are representations of visual error corresponding to each eye.
